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Abstract
Ultrasonic Sheet Metal welding (USMW) is often used inindustry to join electro-technical components, such as inwelding strands or battery components. The workpieces tobe welded are compressed between two machine parts: thehorn and the anvil. The horn vibrates at 20 kHz, causingfriction between the two workpieces which leads to afriction-induced bond. However, the process still suffersfrom quality fluctuations, even given the same weldingparameters. The goal of this project is to identifyvibroacoustic parameters that could be used to monitor thequality of the weld during welding. To do that, a series ofexperiments was conducted: two thin copper sheets werewelded with a welding frequency of 20 kHz. Duringwelding, the oscillations of the horn and anvil and theairborne sound were recorded. The duration of welding wasvaried, to produce welds in different stages of welding. Thedata is analysed, up to the fourth harmonic, to identifyparameters that could be used to monitor the weldingprocess.
Introduction
Ultrasonic Metal Welding (USMW) is a friction-weldingprocess that is widely used in industries such as the energy,electronic and automobile industry. Its advantages includelow energy consumption, short welding times, being highlyautomatable and being able to weld dissimilar metals.However, despite being so widely used, knowledge of howUSMW exactly happens is lacking. Welding machineoperators often have to rely on their experience and trial anderror to find welding parameters that would work for aspecific application, and even then, the strength of the weldcan vary. In USMW, two or more workpieces (metal sheetsor wires, for example), of thickness often smaller than amillimetre, are welded. The main welding components of aUSMW welding machine are the anvil and the horn. Thehorn provides the pressure and oscillations to the metalsheets, while the anvil provides a supportive surface againstwhich the metal sheets are pushed, and a knurled pattern thatholds the lower workpiece in place while the upperworkpieces moves relative to it. First, the workpieces, areplaced on the anvil. Then, the horn applies a downward,vertical force on the workpieces, pressing them against eachother and against the anvil, before vibrating horizontally atits welding frequency. This oscillation and pressure lead tofriction between the two metal sheets, which leads to theformation of a solid-state bond. A more detailed explanationof the procedure can be found in [1], [2], [3] and [4].

In USMW, the machine operator can vary multiple weldingparameters, such as the pressure, the amplitude of vibrations,or the energy input into the system, which controls theduration of the welding process. This study focuses on timevariation in USMW. Keeping all other welding parametersconstant if the welding process is too short, the energyconverted into the welding site is too little; the weld has nothad time to fully form, and the workpieces are said to beunderwelded. If the welding area receives the right amountof energy, so if the welding takes the right amount of time(keeping all else constant), then the weld strength is in itsstrongest range. In the following text, these welds will bereferred to as basic welds. If the welding process is too long,then, after reaching its optimal strength, the weld weakens,fatigued by the extra oscillations, and the workpieces aresaid to be overwelded. These different categories of weldscan also be characterized by different failure modes whendoing tensile strength tests, as shown in [1], [3] and [4].
In this paper, laser Doppler vibrometry measurements of theoscillations of the horn and anvil along the direction ofwelding and airborne sound measurements are used tomonitor the welding process, and find parameters that mightbe used to monitor USWM. Similar measurements havebeen used in [3], [4] and [5] to study USMW and spotwelding.
Experimental procedure
For this paper, a total of 120 welds were created, 40 of eachcategory. For all welds, the welding pressure was keptconstant. The workpieces were copper (CW-008A) sheets, ofdimensions 125 mm x 45 mm x 0.5 mm. The surfaces of theworkpieces were cleaned. To get the three types of welds,the total energy input into the system, which is given to thewelding machine as a parameter, was varied, which lead to adifference in welding time. The optimal range of the energyparameters used were determined by preliminaryexperimental tests. To mitigate effects such as heating of thetools or ambient temperature, the welds were made in aspecific order: one underweld, followed by one basic weld,and then one overweld. This cycle was repeated, until thetotal number of welds was reached. However, strengthtesting the welds showed that both the strengths of theoverwelds and their failure mode were too similar to those ofthe basic welds. This meant that overwelding had not beensuccessfully achieved. The overwelds were actually basicwelds with a longer welding time. In the rest of the analysis,these overwelds will be referred to as basic welds +.
As for the sensors, two Polytec CLV-2534 laser Dopplervibrometers (LDV) measured the velocity of oscillation of
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the horn and anvil during welding, and along the direction ofoscillation, as shown in Figure 1. The measurement locationof the horn LDV was just above the welding site. For this tobe possible, the setup had to account for particle emissionsthat happened during welding, and that interfered greatlywith the laser beam: an adaptor piece was 3D printed andconnected to a vacuum cleaner placed outside of the weldinglaboratory. With this apparatus, most of the weldingprojections were sucked away from the path of the horn laserbeam, and data acquisition was made possible. In addition tothe LDVs, a GRAS 40BF 1⁄4” free-field microphonemounted on a GRAS 26AC-11/4” preamplifier was placed15 cm away from the welding site, and directed towards thewelding site, perpendicular to the oscillation direction. Thedata from the microphone was fed to a NEXUS amplifier,then sent to the analogue-digital converter (ADC). TheLDVs and the microphone were synchronized through aLabVIEW interface. The sampling rate of the whole ADCwas 250 kHz, for a maximum measurable frequency of125 kHz. The maximum frequency measurable by themicrophone was 100 kHz, and over 1000 kHz by the LDVs.

Figure 1: In the white circles, the red dots are themeasurement positions of the LDVs on the horn (top) andanvil (bottom)
It is important to note that, during the experiments, themeasurement positions of the LDV had to sometimes bechanged between different welds to avoid particle emissions,which is a possible cause for some differences in themeasurements of different welds.
Processing the data
Looking at the data, the vacuum adaptor had not beencompletely effective. Some of the horn recordings showedshort, local wide-band peaks, which are due to ejectedparticles interfering with the laser beam. The corruptedrecordings were discarded for all sensors, leading to a finalnumber of 27 basic welds +, 26 basic welds, and 21underwelds, for a total of 74, instead of the initial 120.
The frequency plot and spectrogram of the horn, anvil andmicrophone during welding (not shown here) showed that

the energy was mostly concentrated around the weldingfrequency of the welding machine, 20 kHz, and itsharmonics, namely 40 kHz, 60 kHz, 80 kHz, 100 kHz and120 kHz. Therefore, it was decided to monitor the changes inenergy at these frequencies, as they offer the best signal tonoise ratio. The energy was integrated in frequency bandsspanning 1 kHz around the harmonics. However, in the hornmeasurements of each weld, the peak frequencies with themaximum energies were slightly different, with variationsusually less than 0.1 kHz between different measurements.Therefore, for each weld, the horn data was analyzed to findthe exact peak around each harmonic and the fundamental.Then, the data from the horn LDV, anvil LDV andmicrophone was filtered around those peak frequencies in 1kHz bands centered on the peak frequencies. Finally, theLDV data was integrated to get the displacement data.
Results
To stay consistent with the highest measurable frequency inthe microphone, and although the LDVs could measure up to125 kHz, Figures 2 to 15 show the displacement amplitudeor sound pressure for the 20 kHz, 40 kHz, 60 kHz and80 kHz bands only. In those figures, the displacement orsound pressure of all three weld categories are plottedtogether. In addition, the y-limits were chosen in a way thatbest shows the displacement in time, leading to some peaksin the beginning of welding to be truncated, such as inFigure 3. Those peaks are due to particle projections duringwelding. Since they happened very early in the weldingprocess, the data was kept.
The horn displacements are shown in Figures 2, 5, 8, 11, 14and 15. In each frequency band, the displacements of thedifferent welding categories are similar, showing the samebehaviour in time across different welds. In addition, for allfrequencies, there is an inflection point around 0.7 s, whichcoincides with the end of the underwelds: at 20 kHz, shownin Figure 2 and 14, the horn displacement increases with adecreasing slope until a constant displacement value isreached around 0.7 s. After 0.7 s, the displacementamplitude increases again, with an increasing slope. At40 kHz, (Figure 5), 60 kHz (Figure 8) and 80 kHz (Figures11 and 15), around 0.7 s, the displacement amplitude startsdecreasing, after having increased since the beginning ofwelding.
The anvil displacements are shown in Figures 3, 6, 9 and 12.Here too, the displacements of the different weldingcategories show similar behaviours in time across welds. At20 kHz, the displacement amplitude increases until amaximum around 0.9 s, then decreases. At 40 kHz, thespread is too large to identify a strong trend. At 60 kHz, thedisplacement reaches its maximum magnitude between 0.5 sand 0.7 s, and then starts decreasing. At 80 kHz, around0.7 s, the displacement goes from increasing to decreasing.
The pressure measured by the microphone is shown inFigures 4, 7, 10 and 13. For all frequencies, the spread islarge, and no noticeable trend can be identified.
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Figure 2: Horn displacementduring welding around 20 kHz

Figure 5: Horn displacementduring welding around 40 kHz

Figure 8: Horn displacementduring welding around 60 kHz

Figure 11: Horn displacementduring welding around 80 kHz

Figure 3: Anvil displacementduring welding around 20 kHz

Figure 6: Anvil displacementduring welding around 40 kHz

Figure 9: Anvil displacementduring welding around 60 kHz

Figure 12: Anvil displacementduring welding around 80 kHz

Figure 4: Microphone pressurearound 20 kHz

Figure 7: Microphone pressurearound 40 kHz

Figure 10: Microphone pressurearound 60 kHz

Figure 13: Microphone pressurearound 80 kHz

Figure 14: Looking closer at thehorn displacement at 20 kHzshows an inflection point at 0.7 s
Figure 15: Looking closer at thehorn displacement at 80 kHz showsan inflection point at 0.7 s

Analysis of the results
Looking at the horn results, the inflection point is a verystrong indicator of passage from underwelds to basic welds.By detecting the change of slope in the displacement, itwould be possible to monitor welding and avoid stoppingwelds too early. To monitor the weld in the basic weld phaseand avoid overwelding, one might use a percent change ofthe amplitude from the inflection point, and stop weldingafter a certain amount of change. This amount of change

would still need to be defined, as it cannot be ascertainedfrom this experiment. This would be possible because thebehaviour of the horn seems to stay the same once in thebasic weld phase. In addition, based on the obvious changeof behaviour of the displacement, the best frequencies to dothat would be 20 kHz and 60 kHz: the changes in the trendof the displacement mean obvious changes in its derivative,which is the velocity. Since the velocity is directly measuredby a LDV, using it to monitor the welding process mightoffer faster processing than integrating to get the
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displacement.
From the anvil results, it might be possible to identify basicwelds using the 20 kHz band, because the displacementamplitude reaches its maximum at the end of the basicwelds, and decreases for basic welds +. It might also bepossible to use the anvil displacement at 80 kHz to identifythe passage from underwelds to basic welds by using theinflection point around 0.7 s. However, due to the largerspread between welds, it might not be a very reliablemonitoring parameter. As for the 60 kHz band, it does notshow strong monitoring potential. However, this does notnecessarily mean that the anvil itself is an unreliablemonitoring agent. The larger spread in the displacementcould be due to other parameters, such as the change inmeasurement position on the anvil for example. Althoughthe measurement positions of the lasers of both the horn andanvil were changed, the horn does not exhibit as muchspread as the anvil. It could be that the anvil is moresusceptible to such changes, specially noting the smallerdisplacement amplitudes of the anvil. If a good measurementposition can be found for the anvil, without the need toreposition the laser, the laser might show better results.
The microphone results showed no distinctive patternbetween the different welding types, for any of thefrequencies. With the experimental setup and the processingused in this analysis, a microphone does not seem to provideany monitoring possibilities.
Conclusion
With the experimental procedure and processing applied inthis paper, the sensor with the most monitoring potential is aLDV measuring the oscillations of the part of the hornclosest to the welding site, especially around 20 kHz and 60kHz. Although measurements at that position can bechallenging due to particle projection during welding, withan adequate system to deal with the particles, consistentmeasurements there should be possible. The anviloscillations also showed potential at 20 kHz and 80 kHz.However, its measurement setup should also be improved.As for the airborne sound, monitoring welding using thecurrent technique was not successful. More research intofinding the right processing for the airborne sound is needed.
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